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Finally multiplying by ts, N010203,
N010203 = N010203.
(1) (02)(13)103 = 012 (02)(13)103(°231) ̂  012(^^231) ̂  (oi)(23)021 203
N010203= N010(01)(23)021 = N101021.
(02)(13)103 = 012 (02)(13)103(°^) = 012^°^) (03)(12)013 = 102
N101021 = N10(03)(12)0131 = N230131.
(02)(13)103 = 012 ̂  (02)(13)103(°^21) = 012(0^21) ̂  (02)(13)032 301
N230131 = N2(02)(13)03231 = N003231 = N3231.
Therefore, iV010203 ~ ̂3231 ,[010203] = [3231] = [0102] .
From the double coset [010212], we need to consider [0102120], [0102121] and
[0102123]. First we will look at [010212], N0102120.
N0102120 = N0102120,
(1) (02)(13)103 = 012 ̂  (02)(13)103(''^2) = 012(^^2) ̂  (oi)(23)213 = 120
N0102120 = N0102(01) (23)213 = N1013213.
(02)(13)103 = 012 ̂  (02)(13)103(''^)(12) = oi2(°3)(^2) ̂  (02)(13)230 = 321
N1013213 = N101(02) (13)2303 = N3232303.
(2) 0101 = 1010 ̂  0101(^2)(03) ̂  ioio(12)(03) ̂  3232 = 2323 32323 = 232
N3232303 = N23202.
Therefore, iV0102120 ~ N23202 , [0102120] =[23202] = [01021] .
Taking N0102121,
N0102121 = N0102121.
(2) 0101 = 1010 010l(''2) = 1010(°2) =4. 2121 = 1212
N0102121 =.N0101212.
(1) (02)(13)103 = 012
N0101212 = N01(02)(13)10312 = N2310312.
(02)(13)103 = 012 ̂  (02)(13)103(°32) oi2(°32) =. (03)(12)132 = 310
N2310312 = N2(03)(12)132312 = N1132312 = N32312.
Therefore, iV0102121 ~ iV32312 and [0102121] = [32312] = [01021].
Finally with N0102123,
N0102123 = N0102123.
(1) (02)(13)103 = 012 =» (02)(13)103(''^23) oi2(°^23) ̂  (02)(13)210 = 123



















































